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A number of works has appeared concerning Twitter
sentiment analysis. In many cases, the analysis aims to support high-level socio-economical studies. In [1], the authors
ﬁnd that public mood expressed in Twitter is correlated
and weakly predictive of the Dow Jones Industrial Average
index. A similar analysis is also carried out in [2]: the
authors discover a weak correlation between the properties
of an interaction graph induced from brand-related tweets
and the traded volumes of corresponding stocks; indeed, the
authors also state that they were unable to ﬁnd any graph
property signiﬁcantly correlated with stock prices. Consumer
conﬁdence and political opinion are analyzed in [3] and
correlated to the sentiment ratio for some statically chosen
topics: the study shows that the latter captures the broad
trends in the survey data. A similar analysis is performed
also in [4].
Concerning the technique itself used to infer the sentiment
of tweets, several approaches have been proposed. The authors of [5] propose to use Twitter speciﬁc features, such as
emoticons and abbreviations, to improve sentiment classiﬁcation effectiveness and compare them to more consolidated
NLP features such as Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging: they
conclude that Twitter speciﬁc features may be somewhat
useful. POS tagging together with other high-level features
are used in [6] to classify tweets sentiment using a treekernel. In our work, we borrow several ideas related to text
preprocessing from the latter two approaches and apply them
in context much broader than mere sentiment analysis. The
problem of obtaining a useful, yet noisy, source for sentiment
labels for tweets is considered in [7], where the authors
improve POS features effectiveness by applying a two stage
classiﬁcation: ﬁrst they distinguish between subjective and
not subjective tweets; then they try to infer the sentiment
polarity only for subjective tweets.
Many works have dealt recently also with event detection
in Twitter. The problem of detecting and summarizing events
in the context of football matches is considered in [8]. In
our work we consider this problem from a broader point of
view, in terms of general topics. Set of words, as in our work,
rather than a single bursty keyword, are used in [9] and [10]
to detect emerging topics expressed by the community. The
clustering of wavelet-based signals of words is instead the
technique proposed in [11], which is validated on netizens’
online discussion about Singapore General Election 2011.

Abstract—The huge and ever increasing amount of text
generated by Twitter users everyday embeds a wealth of
information, in particular, about themes that become suddenly
relevant to many users as well as about the sentiment polarity
that users tend to associate with these themes. In this paper,
we exploit both these opportunities and propose a method for:
(i) detecting novel popular themes, i.e. events, (ii) summarizing
these events by means of a concise yet meaningful representation, and (iii) assessing the prevalent sentiment polarity
associated with each event, i.e., positive vs. negative.
Our method is fully unsupervised and requires only a
precompiled topic description in the form of set of potentially
relevant keywords that might appear in the events of interest.
We validate our proposal on a real corpus of about 8,000,000
tweets, by detecting, classifying and summarizing events related
to three wide topics associated with tech-related brands.
Keywords-event detection; sentiment analysis; summarization

I. I NTRODUCTION
Microblogging platforms produce a huge and ever increasing amount of user-generated content. Millions of Twitter
users, for example, output hundreds of millions tweets every
day—i.e., texts up to 140 characters which may contains
tags, URLs, and mentions to other users. The purposes of
this wealth of short texts include chatter, sharing of ﬁrst- or
second-hand news, opinions about things, facts or persons
and so on. This variety of content types suggests, on one
hand, to use Twitter as a source of breaking news or events;
on the other hand, Twitter can indicate promptly the general
mood or even a sense of sentiment about a speciﬁc topic.
In this paper we propose a method for merging these two
opportunities.
Our method is fully unsupervised and requires only a
precompiled topic description in the form of set of potentially relevant keywords that might appear in the events
of interest. We focus on topics represented by keywords
related to three important tech-related brands and show
how to: (i) discover the current popular brand-related events
and assess qualitatively their popularity, (ii) infer the users’
sentiment about the events and (iii) extract those tweets
which best summarize this sentiment.
II. R ELATED

WORK

Two research topics are particularly relevant to our work:
sentiment analysis and event detection.
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Let T be the set of all recent tweets t related to the given
topic, i.e., the tweets which were output by the stream in
the last 14 days. For each t, we: (i) convert to lowercase;
(ii) replace each URL with the token T_URL; (iii) replace each positive emoticon with the token T_POS_EMOT
and each negative emoticon with the token T_NEG_EMOT;
(iv) replace all numbers with the token T_NUM; (v) expand
acronyms and abbreviations—to this end, we previously
compiled a list of 236 popular Internet and Twitter slang
acronyms; (vi) truncate each in-word sequence of three or
more repeated characters to three (e.g., cooooool becomes
coool); (vii) remove all non-word characters; (viii) remove
common English stop words; (ix) perform a stemming. We
choose to include emoticons because previous studies show
that such features can boost the performance of sentiment
analysis on microblogging text corpus [6], [5].
Finally, we transform each t in a feature vector obtained
by using unigrams, i.e., we count for each word its number
of occurrences. We consider only the 2000 words which
occur most in the corpus T , hence obtaining 2001 features,
where the last one is the number of occurrences of all other
less frequent words. We call the set WM of these 2000 words
the monitored words set.

The authors of [12] focus on performance of their event
detection method which applies to a stream of Twitter posts:
they present an algorithm based on locality-sensitive hashing
and show that it is able to provide performance similar to
other state-of-the-art systems for ﬁrst story detection while
achieving signiﬁcantly shorter processing times.
A system which is very close to our proposed method is
presented in [13]: a web application monitors Twitter for
a given keyword and presents the user a navigable timeline of related events, together with a rough estimate of the
general sentiment ratio about each single event and a couple
of summarizing tweets. The authors focus on the computerhuman interaction with the system and investigate about its
use as a tool for journalists.
Finally, the huge amount of user-generated content available in Twitter recently suggested its usage to allow an
effective dialogue between citizens and governments. In this
scenario, the authors of [14] show how Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) can help processing large amounts of small,
unstructured texts (such as tweets) in order to provide
meaningful summaries of emerging themes.
III. O UR APPROACH
We aim at detecting and characterizing popular events
related to a given general topic. A topic is a precompiled
and statically deﬁned set of keywords. In this work we focus
on brand-related topics. For example, for the topic Apple
we precompiled the following set of keywords: apple,
iphone, ipad, ipod, mac, macintosh, macbook,
ios.
An event is a theme of conversation that becomes suddenly popular amongst tweets of the same topic. In addition
to detecting events, we want to summarize these events, i.e.,
provide a synthetic description of them, as well as provide a
qualitative assessment of popularity and sentiment polarity
(i.e., positive, neutral or negative) of the event.
We say that a tweet output by the Twitter stream refers
to a certain topic, if the tweet contains at least one of the
keywords for that topic (a tweet may refer to zero or more
topics).
We propose an approach which consists of four steps:
(i) select the recent tweets which refer the given topic;
(ii) identify the event keywords—i.e., a set of words which
exhibit a higher than normal usage—and select the related
tweets; (iii) classify those tweets in one on the three sentiment classes (positive, neutral or negative); (iv) for each
sentiment class, select few representative tweets to summarize the event. The next sections describe more in detail the
last three steps. The ﬁrst step can be achieved easily achieved
using existing tools, e.g., the Twitter Streaming API.

B. Event keywords identiﬁcation
We call event keywords a set W ∗ ⊂ WM of 3 words which
occur with an unusually high rate in the recent tweets: we
assume that W ∗ words are closely related to an event.
As described in full detail below, in order to construct
W ∗ , we proceed as follows: (i) we ﬁrst identify those words
which exhibit an unusually high frequency; (ii) we then
use each one of such words as a seed to form a word set
which includes related words (i.e., synonyms) and possibly
excludes noisy and frequent words; (iii) we ﬁnally check
that the set itself exhibits an unusually high frequency. The
rationale of considering sets of words instead of single words
is two-fold.
On one hand, we want to broaden the event coverage. As
stated below, we require just two on three words to occur in
a tweet in order to consider it as related to the event. Hence,
we can also detect those events which are associated with
words which do not occur singularly with an unusually high
rate: e.g., an event to which users refer using synonyms.
On the other hand, we aim at not considering recurring
words as real events. For example, Twitter users often use
the #musicmonday and #ff hashtags, respectively on
Monday and on Friday; these words hence periodically occur
with a higher rate, yet they do not represent real events.
By requiring that at least one other word occurs together
with the recurring word with an unusually high rate, we are
possibly ﬁltering out trivial recurring words usage.
The details of the sketched procedure follow.
Let w ∈ WM be a monitored word, Nw,i the number of
T tweets containing w output within the i-th past day (i.e.,

A. Preprocessing
Before performing the next steps, we preprocess all the
tweets as follows.
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Nw,0 counts the number of T tweets containing w during
the last 24 hours) and Ni the number of all tweets of T
output within the i-th past day. For each w, (i) we compute
the current frequency fwnow as the relative frequency of w
in the last 3 days:
2
Nw,i
,
(1)
fwnow = i=0
2
i=0 Ni

C. Popularity qualitative assessment
A qualitative evaluation Qpop ∈ {low, medium, high} of
the event popularity is computed as follows.
We compose an event corpus T ∗ by selecting all T tweets
output in the last 3 days which contain at least two W ∗
words. We compute the T ∗ corpus relative size R0 —i.e.,
the ratio between the number of event-related tweets within
the last 3 days and all topic tweets in the same 3 days—as:
2
∗
i=0 NW ,i
R0 = 
2
N
i=0 i

(ii) we compute the historical frequency fwhist as the relative
frequency of w in the 13 days before the last day:
13
Nw,i
(2)
fwhist = i=1
13
i=1 Ni

We then compose a set R = {R0 , R1 , . . . , R13 } of the
relative sizes of the event corpora of the last 14 days. Finally,
we set Qpop to high, medium or low if R0 is in the R
subset composed of its 1%, 25% or 100% greatest elements
respectively.

(iii) we compute the burstiness index:
bw = fwnow − 3fwhist

(3)
D. Sentiment classiﬁcation

We form a sorted set WP ⊂ WM by excluding those WM
words such that fwnow < 0.001 or bw < 0, and sorting the
remaining ones by their decreasing burstiness index.
Then, we perform the following iterative procedure over
WP words. Let v be the ﬁrst word in WP , for each word
w = v in WM , (i) we compute the current co-frequency
now
as:
fv∧w
2
now
i=0 Nv∧w,i
(4)
fv∧w = 
2
i=0 Nv,i

Having constructed the corpus T ∗ of tweets that refer the
identiﬁed event, we aim at classifying each tweet t of T ∗ as
positive, neutral or negative, with respect to the sentiment
of the tweet author.
To this end, we use a sentiment classiﬁer which is built
on a previously available, static, labeled, balanced training
set TL which is independent from T ∗ , T and the related
topic. TL is hence composed of tweets, each one has
a label in {positive, neutral, negative}, which has been
manually assigned to represent the probable sentiment of the
corresponding author. The TL is statically preprocessed as
described in Section III-A, with the exception of the feature
extraction procedure which is instead performed basing on
T , i.e., on the words actually used recently for the given
topic.
The classiﬁer is built as follows. We choose the ﬁrst 500
monitored words extracted from T and build the corresponding feature vectors over TL by using unigrams. We generate
an output numerical variable y on TL by setting y = 0,
y = 0.5 and y = 1 respectively for negative, neutral and
positive labeled tweets. Then, we ﬁt a linear model for y
using all the TL selected features: the 50 features which
have the lowest p-value in the linear model are then selected,
intercept excluded. Finally, the sentiment classiﬁer is set to
a SVM classiﬁer trained on those selected 50 features to
estimate the sentiment label, i.e., one value in {positive,
neutral, negative}.
The sentiment classiﬁer is rebuilt every time the monitored
words set changes: in terms of machine learning, the training
set instances remain the same, while the attributes may
change. In practice, we found that the set of the ﬁrst 500
most occurring WM words changes rarely; moreover, the set
of 50 features with the lowest p-value changes even more
rarely. Hence, an actual retraining of the SVM classiﬁer is
needed, for a given topic T , only in exceptional cases.

where Nv∧w,i is the number of T tweets containing both
the word v and w output within the i-th past day; (ii) we
now
− fwhist . Next,
compute the co-burstiness index bv∧w = fv∧w
we construct a candidate event keywords set W composed
of v and the two other words with the highest co-burstiness
index. We also remove from WP the words in W . Finally,
we compute a set burstiness index for W as:
2
13
NW,i
i=0 NW,i
− 3 i=1
(5)
bW = 2
13
i=0 Ni
i=1 Ni
where NW is the number of T tweets containing at least two
W words within the i-th past day. The iterative procedure
stops when the set burstiness index computed at the last
iteration is lower than the one computed at the previous
iteration: the previously obtained W is the event keywords
W ∗ . The coefﬁcient for historical frequency used in Eqn. 3
and 5 has been chosen after preliminary experiments on
a small fraction of our dataset and never changed in the
remaining experimental evaluation (see Section IV).
Note that in this work we aim at identifying one single
event a day, i.e., the top event keywords set W ∗ . Yet, in a
real-world deployment, one could select more events at will,
simply by varying the stop criterion of the above described
iterative procedure.
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We apply the sentiment classiﬁer to the tweets of the
event corpus T ∗ , i.e., we apply the SVM classiﬁer on each
feature vector obtained from the corresponding tweet in
T ∗ by taking into account only the 50 features selected as
described above. The T ∗ corpus is then partitioned in three
∗
∗
∗
, Tneut
and Tneg
, possibly empty,
sentiment corpora Tpos
according to the label assigned by the sentiment classiﬁer. A
qualitative evaluation Qsent of the event sentiment polarity is
set to s = positive, neutral or negative if the corresponding
sentiment corpus Ts∗ is the largest one.
E. Event summarization

Sep

We want to summarize the event represented by W ∗
words and covered by T ∗ corpus by selecting the top k
representative tweets for each sentiment label.
∗
we proceed as
To this end, for each sentiment corpus Tsent
follows. We (i) compute the centroid of the feature vectors of
∗
, then (ii) we select the k tweets whose corresponding
Tsent
feature vectors have the lowest Manhattan distance from the
centroid.
In a preliminary study, we explored the use of the sum
of cosine similarities as an estimate for the summarization
ability of a tweet with respect to a corpus. We found results
similar to the centroid-based technique described above, but
longer computation times.

Figure 1.

Brand
Apple
Google
Microsoft

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb Mar

The number of tweets per day in the Stream Corpus.

Keywords
apple,
iphone,
ipad,
ipod, ios, mac, macintosh,
macbook
google, android, chrome
microsoft, explorer, msn,
windows, winxp, vista, xbox

Tweets
53,680

T./day
272

29,073
20,897

148
106

Table I
T OPIC MATCHING KEYWORDS FOR EACH CONSIDERED BRAND AND
SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDING NUMBER OF TWEETS IN THE S TREAM
C ORPUS .

IV. E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

been labeled by an English ﬂuent operator with a label
among {positive, negative, neutral, irrelevant}. For the purpose of this work, (i) we changed all irrelevant labeled
tweets to neutral and (ii) balanced the dataset with respect
to the label, hence obtaining a 3 labels balanced corpus TL ,
composed of 1,611 tweets, 537 tweets per label.
We call the two corpora the Stream Corpus and Sentiment
Corpus respectively.

A. Data
We experimentally evaluated our approach by validating
it against real-world events concerning three popular techrelated brands: Apple, Google and Microsoft. We used two
different corpora of tweets, also known as Twitter status
updates.
We used a subset of the corpus of [15] in order to simulate
the Twitter text stream, which allowed us to perform an
ofﬂine validation of our approach. With respect to the
original version, we discarded the tweets generated before
September 1st, 2009 because they are too sparse in time for
our purpose. The remaining portion of the corpus contains
8,154,406 tweets output by users within the United States—
mainly using a smartphone: the majority of them is thus
written in English. In the resulting period (September 1st,
2009–March 15th, 2010), the corpus contains an average of
41,000 tweets per day. Figure 1 shows the number of tweets
per day in this corpus.
We also used another freely available corpus for sentiment
classiﬁcation, as described in Section III-D. This second corpus was speciﬁcally designed by Sanders Analytics LLC1 for
training and testing Twitter sentiment analysis algorithms. It
contains about 5,000 tweets obtained by searching Twitter
in October, 2011 for the following search terms: @apple,
#google, #microsoft, #twitter. Each tweet has

B. Results
We used the Stream Corpus to simulate execution of our
approach once a day.
First, we compiled a static list of keywords for each
considered brand (ﬁrst two columns in Table I). Next, for
each topic, we extracted the potentially relevant tweets by
selecting those tweets which contain at least one of the
keywords (see Section III). The number of tweets extracted
for each topic is shown in the last column of Table I and,
on a daily basis, in Figure 2. The ﬁgure shows a spike for
the Apple brand, on January 28th, 2010, corresponding to
the day after the announcement of the iPad by Steve Jobs.
It is important to point out the extreme volatility of the
tweets/day count, as this behavior makes event detection
very difﬁcult.
Finally, we applied the remaining key steps of our approach (preprocessing, event keywords identiﬁcation, popularity qualitative assessment and event summarization) once
a day, for each of the three sub-streams obtained above.

1 http://www.sananalytics.com
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Brand
Apple
Apple
Google

Date
09/10/21
10/3/14
10/3/12

Microsoft

09/10/1

Event keywords
imac apple mouse
pre ipad order
direction map bike
security essentials
microsoft

Qpop
high
high
high

Qsent
pos.
neut.
neut.

high

pos.

Summarizing tweet for sentiment corpus given by Qsent
the new Apple Magic Mouse looks glorious! http://****
@**** did you pre order your iPad?
RT @****: (BikeRadar) Cycling directions added to
Google Maps in US http://**** #procycling
Microsoft Security Essentials is now available - free
AntiVirus/Malware protection - http://****

Table II

set

U SERNAMES AND URL S ARE MASKED BY *.

brands and so on. The ability to automatically extract suddenly popular themes, i.e., events, infer the general sentiment
polarity on each event and ﬁnally summarize people corresponding opinions could be crucial for companies interested
in monitoring their brand on Twitter.
In this paper, we propose a set of methods that address
these needs and evaluate them experimentally on a real
corpus of 8,000,000 tweets. We found that our methods
can provide concise yet meaningful qualitative assessment of
popular events related to a given topic, previously speciﬁed
by means of a static set of keywords.

Apple
Google
Microsoft

500

1000

FEW SIGNIFICANT EVENTS FOUND BY OUR APPROACH .
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